	
  

Who are TANKBEER® UK?
Tankbeer are the experts in their field and their installations are of the
highest standards, which is reflected in the suppliers they work with.

TANKBEER® UK deliver beer in bulk from the brewery
directly to the pub, in a way that ensures no CO2 or air
interacts with the product, maintaining beer quality and
lengthening the life of the product, meaning that what gets
served to customers is as fresh as beer poured at the
brewery. Tankbeer provides the beer tanks, as well as beer
trucks and can handle the logistics of delivery from brewery
to pub, making it the simple and cost effective beer transport
solution for bars and microbreweries.

“iDraught is the complete package
of information”
Sander Huisman, Tankbeer	
  
Tankbeer are expanding quickly, not just in the UK, but
across the whole of Europe and iDraught is supporting them
on that journey.

Protect Investment
Tankbeer protects the integrity of beer from brewery to tank
in the bar. Once the beer is in the tanks in the bar, iDraught
takes over the monitoring and ensures that the beer
maintains its quality.

The IFMs can also differentiate between beer, water and
cleaning fluid flowing through the lines, meaning frequency
and efficacy of cleaning can be recorded and product quality
is maintained.

iDraught monitors the cellar ambient temperature, making
sure the beer is kept at the optimum temperature to reduce
the risk of fobbing. There are also intelligent flow meters
(IFMs) on beer lines which measure beer temperature at
dispense, so quality of product that the consumer receives
can be monitored closely.

The iDraught system also records volumes dispensed, giving
accurate information on how much beer is left in the tanks
and when more needs to be ordered.

Sustainable Growth

“The iDraught data gives good insight
and control, especially to the level that
the breweries we deal with want. They
care about their brand!”

Sander Huisman, one of the masterminds behind Tankbeer, explains how iDraught compliments the Tankbeer system; “we can
monitor our system closely, we can see exactly what is going on, but are also able to remotely help our clients and ensure the end
consumer gets the highest quality and freshest beer available. iDraught is the complete package of information. For example,
monitoring the cellar temperature in combination with the speed of pour can give us the data and direction of a potential issue.”

	
  

